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ABSTRACT 
Let Ep be the finite field with p elements, and let F(X) E !F,,[X] be a square-free polynomial. We show 
that in the ring ‘R = ~~[~~/~(~), the inverses of polynomials of small height are uniformIy dis- 
tributed. We also show that for any set L c R of very small cardinality, for almost all G E R the set 
of inverses {(G if)-’ If E L} are uniformly distributed. These questions are motivated by appli- 
cations to the NTRU cryptosystem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Letp > 3 be a prime number, and let lFP be the finite field withp elements, which 
we represent by the set (0, fl,. _ . , i(p - 1)/2). 
Let F(X) E lFPIX] be a fixed square-free polynomial of degree n. 
Denote by R the polynomial ring FP[[X]/F(X). For any integer h in the range 
0 5 h 5 Cp - 1)/Z, let R(h) be the subset of R consisting of polynomials of the 
form 
f(X) =fo+fix+...+fn-,x”-*, W 5 h, v=o,...,?z- 1. 
For a given set ,!Z C R and a polynomial G E R, we denote by _CG the set of 
‘shifted’ polynomials {G +f If E L}. 
*Corresponding author 
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For an arbitrary set S c R, we denote by s* the subset of invertible poly- 
nomials in S. In particular, R’, R(h)* and Ck denotes the set of invertible 
polynomials in R, R(h) and Co, respectively. 
For a polynomialf E R’, we denote byf’ its inverse in the ring R, that is, f 
is the unique polynomial of degree at most n - 1 such that f(X)f*(X) = 1 
(mod F(X)). 
Recall that the cardinality of R’ is given by an analogue of the Eulerfunction 
(1) IR’I =p$I, (1-p-“‘)I 
whereni,... , n, are the degrees of the r 2 1 irreducible divisors of F(X). In the 
special case F(X) = X” - 1, more explicit expressions for nj, j = 1, . . . , Y (hence 
also for In’I) are given in [6]; see also Section 6.5 of [l] and Section 7.5 of [5]. 
In this paper, we show that the inverses of polynomials in R(h)* are uni- 
formly distributed provided that h 2 p */2+E. We also show that for almost all 
G E R, the inverses of polynomials in CL are uniformly distributed, even for 
sets C of very small cardinality. These questions are motivated by applications 
to the recently discovered NTRU cryptosystem [2], whose public keys are re- 
lated to inverses of polynomials from certain very special sets. In particular, it 
is important to show that these inverses look and behave like ‘random’ poly- 
nomials from R, since the message concealing properties of NTRU rely on this 
assumption. Unfortunately, the sets of polynomials involved in NTRU seem to 
be too ‘thin’ to be covered by the techniques presented here. Nevertheless, we 
hope that our results may give some insight into this problem. Moreover, the 
original scheme of NTRU can easily be modified to work with sets of poly- 
nomials for which our results do apply in a direct way. We remark that the 
aforementioned property of NTRU polynomials has never been doubted in 
practice, but obtaining rigorous theoretical results remains a very challenging 
problem. 
Our main tools are bounds of character sums in the ring R. We reduce the 
problem of estimating these sums to bounds for Kloosterman sums [33 and for 
more general sums with rational functions over finite fields [4]. 
2. CHARACTER SUMS 
Let F(X) = F,(X) . F,(X) be the complete factorization of F(X) into irre- 
ducible factors. Since F(X) is square-free, all of these factors are pairwise dis- 
tinct. 
Recall that lFPIX]/G(X) ?Z ffP for any irreducible polynomial G(X) E lFPIX] 
ofdegreedegG=m.Foreachj= I,... , r, we fix a root oj of Fj(X), and denote 
where nj = deg Fj. For each j, let 
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n, - 1 
TrJz) = C zPk 
k=O 
be the trace of z E L$ to ffP. 
For each 4, there are at most (2h + l)n-’ polynomialsf E R(h) which are 
divisible by Fj (indeed, given the n - 1 highest coefficients off, the constant 
term is uniquely determined since clj’). Consequently, we obtain that 
(3) (2h + 1)” - n(2h + l)n-l 5 IR(h)‘l 5 (2h + 1)“. 
We also denote by A the direct product of fields 
A = odr x . x K,. 
Then we have natural isomorphisms 
(4) R 2 K, x . . . x K, = d, R’ = W; x . . . x W; = A*, 
given by the map that sendsf E R to af = (f(q), . . . ,f(a,)) E d In particular, 
the relation (1) follows immediately from (4). 
Given a vector a = (al, . . . , a,) E d, we define the character xa of R by 
xpcf) = jfir e(Tri( aif(oj f E 2, 
where 
e(z) = exp(2+z/p). 
It is easy to see that {x. 1 a E d} is the complete group of additive characters of 
R. In particular, for any polynomialf E R, we have 
Our main results rely on upper bounds for the character sums 
To estimate these sums we need the identity 
of [71) 
G(h) = c XaCf’) and 
(see Exercise 1l.a in Chapter 3 
(6) 
0 if ufOmodp, 
p if u=Omodp, 
which holds for any integer U, and the inequality (see Exercise Il. b in Chapter 3 
of [71) 
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which holds for any integer h in the range 0 < h 5 (p - 1)/2. 
We also need the following simple statement. 
Lemma 1. For any vector (CO, , c,_ 1) E IF;, there exists a unique vector b = 
(bl,...,b,) Edsuchthat 
n-l 
for allpolynomials 
f(X) =fo+fix+...+f;,_,xn-’ ER. 
Proof. Because the trace is a linear mapping, the identity of the lemma is e- 
quivalent to the system of equations 
i$,Trj(bjlr,“) =c'~, u=O ,..., n- 1. 
Thus for every vector b = (61,. . . ,b,) E A, there exists a unique vector 
(co, . . , cn_ 1) E IF;. Because F(X) is square-free the elements 
A 
cl,? : k=O ,..., nj- 1, j= I ,..., r, 
are pairwise distinct. From the property of the Vandermonde matrix we see 
that for every (co,. . .,cn_l) l E;,thereisatmostonevectorb= (bl,...,b,) E 
A. Taking into account the fact that IAl = p” = \E:p”l, we obtain the desired 
statement. 0 
Now we are prepared to bound the sums L&(h) and Wa(L). 
Lemma2. Leta=(a~,...,a,)~dandlet~~{1,...,r}bethesetofjwithu,# 
0. Then for any integer h, 0 2 h 2 (p - 1)/2 the bound 
l&(h)1 5 21slp”/2(1 + lnp)” n pni’2 
i@3 
holds. 
Proof. From the identity (6) we derive 
f%(h) = ff& xaCf*) 
co ,..., (.,,_,tF, IQ .._., EL_,=-h 
1 
=- c 
P”c, L’,_, tIF, u,) ,.... 
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wheref(X) =fs +ftX + . . . +fn-lX”-‘, From Lemma 1 we see that for any 
vector (CO,. . , cn _ 1) E [F; there exista vector b = (61,. . . , b,) E A such that 
=fg_ j$, e(Tri(aif*(olj) + bjf(aj))). 
From the isomorphism (4) it follows that asf runs over the set R”, the vector 
(f(at), . . . ,f(a,)) runs over WY X . . . X W:. Since f*(Ckj) = (f(CXj))-'3 j = 
l,... , r, we have 
Sums withj @ J we estimate trivially asp ‘J, and for sums with j E J we use the 
Kloosterman bound (see Theorem 5.45 of [3]) 
x 2 e(Trj(aj$’ + bjxj 
? 
< 2pn1P - 
’ ,* 
Thus 
Applying the inequality (7), we obtain the desired result. 0 
Lemma3. Leta=(a~,...,a,)~daandlet~~{l,...,r}bethesetofjwith 
aj # 0. Then the bound 
holds. 
Proof. From the Cauchy inequality we derive 
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where C’ means that the sum is taken over all polynomials G E R for which 
both G + fi and G + f2 are invertible. From the isomorphism (4) it follows that 
as G runs over this set, the vector (G(al), . , G(a,)) runs over the set &,.fi of 
elements (XI, . . . , xr) in Kr x . . . x K, such that xj # -fi(aj) and Xj # -f2(aj), 
j= l,...,r.Again,weremarkthatf”(cq) = (f(q))-‘,j= l,...,Y,foranyf E 
R’. Thus we obtain 
&* xa((G +.fi)* - (G+h)*)) 
= GFR* jJJ e(Trj(aj(G(aj) +fi(aj))-’  aj(G(aj) +f2(~j))-‘)) 
C fZ(@jYj) -fl Ccyj) 
(xl....,x,)cdh.~2 j=l Cxj +fl (aj))Cxj +f2Caj)) >) 
=fi c e Tri ( ( .h.(QjJ -fi Ccyj) ‘j (Xj +fi (Qj))(Xj +_h(qi)) I .i=l x,E06,\{-fi(n,).-/2(a,)} 
Forj $5’ ,7, we bound the inner sum trivially by p”!. Let Jf,,f2 G J be the set of 
j E ,Y for which fl (aj) ffz(aj). For j E J\J’J, ,f2, we can again bound the inner 
sum by p”j. Thus we have the estimate 
(;-I* xa((G +fi)* - (G +fd*) 
’ j~!i$., x EK \I-ffi’ ) -f_( I / 01,. 3”, )} e Tri ( ( f2Caj) -fl Caj) ‘j Cxj +fi (aj))(xj +h(Qj.)) ))I 
For sums with j E Jf,,h we use the Weil bound (in the form given in [4]) which 
yields 
c e Tri ( ( f2(aj) -fl Caj) ’ (Xj +fi(CXj))(Xj +fZ(C!j)) ))I < 3p+, x,EW,\{-fi(a,),-~(N,)} 
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thus 
C * xa((G +fi)* - (G +.h)*) I 3’*i,h’ 
GER jEi$.f.’ 1 1 
< 31SlpG n pU2 - 
j#Jh.J? 
= 31Slp~12 n p~112 
i*3 j&kf f_ ‘*ji2’ I> , 
Now let T(m) be the number of pairs cfi ,fz) E C2, f, # f2, such that 
(8) c nj = m. 
iEJ%?fi.fi 
Collecting together the previous estimates, we obtain 
Wp(Q2 <p” + 31slp”/’ n pnl12 2 T(m)p”/* . 
i#J ??I=0 
It is obvious that for any pair cfi ,f2) E C2,fi #A, we have 
n &lfi-fi. 
it3\3fif, 
Thus for each fi E L there are at most p”-“’ polynomialsfi E L satisfying (8). 
Hence T(m) 5 p”-“IL/. Using this inequality for pm 2 p”)Ll-’ and the trivial 
estimate T(m) 5 Ill2 otherwise, we see that 
T(m)p”12 5 ~“/~1.C1~‘~, m=O,...,n. 
Hence 
w&q2 2 p” 
( 
p”[C( + (n + 1)3l~ip”l~l3’2,~~pn/‘2 . 
) 
Taking into account that the first term never dominates, we obtain the desired 
result. 0 
Clearly, for special sets L that admit stronger bounds for T(m), one can obtain 
better results. For example, let us denote by 7& the set ofpk polynomials f E R 
of degree deg f -c k. 
Lemma4. Leta=(a~,...,a,)~dandZe~~C{l,...,r} bethesetofjwith 
aj # 0. Then the bound 
112 
wa(Rk) 5 pk+ 
P-k + 31Sl+lp-d2 n p”/12 
i+J 
holds. 
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Proof. It is obvious that if m < k then for eachft E ‘I& there are at most pkem 
polynomials jj E Rk, ft # f2, that satisfy (8). Hence 7’(m) 5 pzkP”, and as in 
the proof of Lemma 3, we derive 
( 
k-l 
pj,q~~)2 < pn pk+n + 31J’lp2k+~~/2 jJ13 pn112 x,, P-w’/2 
<p” pk+“+ 
c 
1 
1 -p-‘/2 
~14p2k+~12 n pn,/2 
iG.7 ) 
<p” p”+n+ 
( 
1 
1 - 3-112 
31J7p2k+42 n p+ 
iZ9 
The result follows. 0 
3. DISTRIBUTION OF INVERSES 
Given a polynomial g E 7% and an integer d, we denote by N(g, d, h) the number 
of polynomialsf E R(h)* such that deg(g -f’) < d. 
Theorem 5. The bound 
N(g, d, h) - w 5 5”p”/2(lnp)” 
P 
holds. 
Proof. Obviously, N(g, d, h) = pedT(g, d, h), where T(g, d, h) is number of 
representations .f* = g + 1c, - cp with f E R(h)” and polynomials cp, II, E R of 
degree at most d - 1. From the identity (5) we derive 
The term corresponding to a = 0 is equal to p2d-“IR(h)*l. For any nonempty 
set J C { 1,. . , r}, let -A3 be the subset of A consisting of all a = (al,. . . ,ar) 
with U,j = 0 for all j @ 3. From Lemma 2 it follows that 
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where U is the number of pairs cp, $J E R with degcp, deg $ < d - 1 (that is, 
p, I+!I E ‘I&) and such that p(aj) = $(a!) for allj E J. Since this condition is e- 
quivalent to the polynomial congruence 
4-U f G(X) mod Ll Fj(W, 
jt.7 
we derive that 
ifd> C nj, 
it3 
otherwise. 
Hence, in either case 
05 -p2d+ un p”’ <pdn pn/, 
jt.7 it3 
and we derive the inequality 
(9) c 
PGAJ 
a#0 ‘ 
Thus 
2 
c Xa((P) SPdj~Ipn’. 
#ER 
legp<d- I 
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T(g d h) _ lw)*l < (1 + lvvpd > , p-2d P 42 c .7i{l. .ri 
Jfll 
= (1 + lnpYpd~~J ,~) 2”\Ffip5’* 
J#fi 
= (1 + lnp)“pd 
( 
,J (1 + 2P’*) - 1 
) 
5 2”( 1 + lnp)“#+“‘* jci (1+&J 
n 5 2”(1 + lnp) P 
Therefore 
N(g,d,h) -lao’l pn-d 
One easily verifies that 
1 
2(1 + lnp) 1 +- ( 1 2p’J2 < 5lnp 
for p > 3 and the theorem follows (if p >_ 5, we can replace 5 by 4 in the pre- 
ceding inequality). 0 
In particular, we see from (3) and Theorem 5 that for any E > 0, there exists a 
constant PO(E) such that for p 2 PO(E) and h > max{n’+” ,P’/~+~}, the asymp- 
totic formula N(g, d, h) N (2h + l)“/~“-~ holds for any d 5 (1 - 3~)n/2. 
Given polynomials g, G E R, a set C C ‘R and an integer d we denote by 
N(g, d, G, C) the number of polynomialsf E Ck such that deg(g -f*) < d. 
Theorem 6. The bound 
‘c 
P” GER 
holds. 
Proof. As in th 
N(g d G L) - -!$!- 5 2n’/23”JCj3’4 > t , 
P” d 
proof of Theorem 5, N(g, d, G, C) = ppd T(g, d, G, L), where 
T(g, d, G, C) is number of representations f’ = g + $ - cp with f E C; and 
polynomials cp, $ E R of degree at most d - 1. Again we have 
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T(g,d,G,L) -m 
pn-2d 
Thus, from Lemma 3 and the inequality (9), we derive 
5 2n”21c13’4pd+n’4~E~,, 
r 
~ 3’.9JJ P3”‘4 
J#fl 
From the inequality 
(10) 3’/2( 1 + 3-5’4) < 3 
the theorem follows. 0 
Finally, we use Lemma 4 to obtain a similar statement for sets Rk. 
Theorem 7. The bound 
holds. 
Proof. Using the inequality (x + y)‘12 _ < x112 + y’12 and applying Lemma 4, we 
derive as in the proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 
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k-n sp p”-k+ c fi (1 +p-“,) + ++‘)/2/,3n/4 r j=, .jL!, ( 1 + 3-‘/$,-‘@ 
g,,k-“( (1 +p-l)npM2 +$“+‘W(l +3---‘/?p’:4jllP3n:4) 
<: (1 +p-‘)npk/2 + 3(““)/2(1 +. 3-‘/2p-V4)~Pk-~~/4~ 
From the inequality (10) q 
4. REMARKS 
It is easy to see that for larger values of p the constants in the above estimates 
can be slightly improved. For example, if p 2 5 the bound of Theorem 5 holds 
with 5” replaced by 4”. If p > 7, the bounds of Theorems 6 and 7 hold with 3” 
replaced by 2” and with (4/3)’ replaced by (g/7)” (in Theorem 7). Moreover for 
any E > 0 there existspa such that forp > PO(E) one can take (2 + F)” instead 
of 5” in Theorem 5, (3 ‘/2 + E)’ instead of 3” in Theorems 6 and 7, and (1 + E)~ 
instead of (4/3)” in Theorem 7. 
As we have mentioned, it would be very important to obtain results about the 
distribution of inversesp,f E R(h)*, for smaller values of h. The case F(X) = 
X” - 1 is of primary interest. 
It would also be interesting to estimate the number off E R(h)* such that 
f” E R(H) for the smallest possible values of h and N. The techniques of the 
present paper can be used to derive such results in the case where F(X) is an 
irreducible polynomial (and h.H > p 3/2+E), but it is not clear how to approach 
a more general class of polynomials, including the polynomial F(X) = X” - 1. 
Finally, it would be of interest to study residue rings modulo arbitrary poly- 
nomials F(X) that are not necessarily square-free. 
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